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JPA
The EJSU Lisbon has 3 MODnet terminals that can be used to access JPA and are 
located in the EJSU Admin office. If UK personnel have problems with pay/leave 
and any HR matters, they are in the first instance to contact the CPOWtr.

Local Overseas Allowance (SMALL STATIONS).
The following special conditions apply to service personnel in this SSLOA area:
Personnel in receipt of SSLOA DO NOT pay accommodation, fuel and light, utility 
bills or CILOCT (Charge in Lieu of Council Tax) charges.
For assignments of more than 12 months, personnel are entitled at public expense 
to ship a car from the UK and then from Lisbon at the end of the tour.
For further details on SSLOA, please refer to JSP 752 Chapter 6 Section 6, contact 
the CPOWtr, or speak to your pay office prior to your arrival.
Relocation Leave
All personnel that are assigned to Lisbon are entitled to Relocation Leave, which is 
10 working days. You may have taken it before arriving in Portugal.  However, if you 
have not, you are still entitled to take this.  If you are planning to take your 
relocation leave in Portugal, you need to be aware that you will not be paid any 
allowances for this period e.g SSLOA. This is also relevant to all departing 
personnel.

Annual Leave
In the UK, service personnel (SP) are entitled to 38 days Annual Leave Allowance, 
consisting of 30 days ALA and 8 days Public Holidays. In accordance with EJSU 
SHAPE’s policy SP based in Lisbon may receive a further 4 days leave on top of 
their ALA to take leave during local national holidays outside of the usual UK 
holidays.  These will be added on a pro-rata basis.

Get You Home (Overseas) GYH (O) SCHEME - JSP 752 CH.6 SEC. 10 REFERS.
All personnel are entitled to one GYH(O) claim for each 12 month period of their 
assignment to Lisbon. You must apply for GYH(O) on JPA under Self Service 
Journey Claim before you make the journey and make note of the Journey Claim 
number. There is a folder in the EJSU office that instructs individuals on how to do 
this.
If you are assigned for a 24 month period, you are entitled to 2 GYH(O) claims 
during your stay. If you are re-assigned earlier than expected, your entitlement (if 
not used), will be reduced accordingly. However, if you expect to complete a term 
and have used that year´s entitlement and are then subsequently posted early, you 
will not have to repay the claim already submitted.
CPOWtr will inform you of the amount you are entitled to and the processes 
required in applying and claiming the journey.
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Home to Duty Travel
HDT, with personal contributions of 3 miles each way, will be automatically paid 
through your pay account. Tolls will have to be claimed separately on JPA and there 
is a folder in the JPA suite that gives details of how to do this. Via Verde boxes may 
be obtained for automatic payment of tolls and a few other charges, such as car-
parking. Receipts or bank statements entries relating to these boxes will have to be 
kept for 2 years in case they are selected for audit.

Temporary Duty (TDY).
All TDY is now completed online with the Hogg Robinson Group (HRG) and you 
first need to register with them to create an account 
https://isuite4.hrgworldwide.comdt/Home.aspx.
Once TDY has been booked, a temporary absence proforma, available from 
outside the EJSU Admin Office needs to be completed. This form provides the 
CPOWtr with all the information needed to complete your Move and Track on JPA. 
This is required in order to ensure that all allowances and charges due are actioned 
to provide the Joint Casualty and Compassionate Cell (JCCC) with all necessary 
information to locate you in the event of an emergency.
The application must then be handed to the EJSU Office or the CPOWtr for 
processing.  Personnel may not conduct national travel without prior approval from 
their line managers.
EJSU S.H.A.P.E. is responsible for booking all end of tour/assignment journeys.  
Any Privately Arranged Passage return journeys from Lisbon are also assessed by 
EJSU S.H.A.P.E to ascertain how much the individual or family are entitled to. The 
EJSU S.H.A.P.E also arranges the most economic means of air travel therefore it is 
important that applicants give as much notice as possible.

Forces Home to Buy
If you are in receipt of FHTB, ensure you contact the FHTB office to inform of your 
change of circumstances.

Transport
EJSU Lisbon has 2 vehicles which can be used for official UK business only. If you 
require a vehicle you need to liaise with Gisela (ext 4393) who will issue you a 
vehicle on production of a valid UK driving licence, FMT600 and a certificate to 
show that you have completed the online European Driving Matrix Test. As per the 
UK you will be expected to complete all the necessary paperwork, clean the vehicle 
if necessary and refill the vehicle with fuel after your journey. This can be done at 
any GALP station and paid for using the GALP card provided in the car documents. 
Please remember that you cannot transport civilian passengers in the duty vehicles 
unless they work for the MOD.

https://isuite4.hrgworldwide.comdt/Home.aspx
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Check off sheet
 GENERAL  
TASK ACTION COMPLETED 
2018DINO1-104 Read thoroughly and return Annex 

C to EJSU Lisbon 
 

This Admin Support 
Guide 

Read thoroughly and use refer to 
repeatedly 

 

Form A Complete and email back to EJSU 
Lisbon HoL 

 

Preparing for an 
assignment Overseas 
Poster. 

Read thoroughly and use 
accordingly. 

 

Security Clearance Obtain relevant Security Clearance  
20180118 EJSU-NATO 
Pers Clothing Authority 
Letter 

Read thoroughly  

 MEDICAL  
Register with CEP if 
required 

Instructions in CEP PIL  

Register with HEALIX Instructions in CEP PIL  
EHIC Card Instructions in CEP PIL  
2017DINO1-188 
HEALIX Prior to 
Assignment 

Read thoroughly as this may affect 
your (or your family´s) eligibility to 
move to Lisbon 

 

Collect HEALIX Card Host Nation Liaison Officer  
Patients information 
Leaflet 

Read thoroughly  

 PERSONAL VEHICLE  
Application for 
Movement of Vehicle 

Instructions in this guide   

Export Vehicle(s) UK Request info from your leaving Unit  
Vehicle White Card Host Nation Liaison Officer  
Vehicle Registration 
Plate 

Host Nation Liaison Officer  

GALP Duty Free Fuel 
Card 

Host Nation Liaison Officer  

IDP/Car insurance (for 
Portugal) 

Self  

BASE Car Pass Host Nation Security Office  
 CHILDREN´S SCHOOLING  
Enrolling Children in 
School 

Instructions in this guide  

CEAS Mobility 
Certificate 

Instructions in this guide  

Request Form for NATO 
Security Certificate 

Complete and email to relevant 
authorities 

 

 HOUSING  
MOD Form 1132- 
Portugal 

Complete and email back to DIO 
Estate Manager 

 

Housing Booklet DIO Estate Manager  
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Personal Security

Uniform and other branded clothing must not be worn in public, or whilst travelling.  This 
includes during transit to, or through, the Channel ports. Wearing anything that could 
possibly be affiliated to the military, and all evidence of MOD links on the vehicles, must be 
avoided.

Do not advertise you are British or British Military and when out and about keep your 
personal belongings safe and out of reach of wandering hands.

When transiting around try and stay within well-lit areas and where possible avoid walking 
alone. Consider informing whoever you are visiting that you are on your way and the route 
you are taking. Also consider informing someone where you are going and how long you 
expect to be.

At all times remain vigilant, do not get involved in local disputes and always follow the 
advice of security professionals. If you see anything suspicious or out of the ordinary report 
it. Any information is good information
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Social Media

Most people think a Virtual Private Network (VPN) is just another way to watch UK TV in 
Europe.

It is also the best way to secure your internet, protect your personal information and the 
information you are sending/receiving when using the internet.

WiFi hotspots that don’t ask for a log on or password to use are particularly vulnerable to 
hackers who will intercept your information. This could lead to your identity being stolen or 
your bank details being copied.

It is recommended that you use a VPN to secure yourselves. Some are free and some you 
purchase. A paid for VPN provider is more secure than a free VPN, as free VPN providers 
tend to sell your information on to make a profit. Some VPN providers to consider are:
• NordVPN
• PureVPN
• ExpressVPN

Phishing Scams
Phishing is a form of fraud in which an attacker masquerades as a reputable entity or 
person, through email and other communication channels, to induce individuals to reveal 
personal information such as passwords and bank account details.

Phishing scams have been around since the internet first existed and are not likely to 
disappear any time soon. There are however several ways you can prevent falling victim 
such as using Antivirus Software and Firewalls and thinking before you click. 

For further information on cyber security advice to protect you and your family visit 
www.ncsc.gov.uk/section/information-for/individuals-families

http://www.ncsc.gov.uk/section/information-for/individuals-families
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